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Media Release
Vivior announces Chief Agility Officer
Zürich, 13.08.2021 - Vivior AG is pleased to announce that Peter B. Stevens has joined the
team as Chief Agility Officer. In this role, Stevens is responsible for alignment, focus,
collaboration, and fast learning so the company can quickly identify its path to gain its
profitability.
Vivior stands for better health and well-being through better vision. “I decided to join Vivior
because their use cases and benefits resonated with me personally,” explained Stevens.
“Having the right vision solution meant I could really see! I felt like I was 25 again and could do
all the things I wanted to do. Vivior is striving to make that result easier achieve for more
people.”
Agility is not just a buzzword. “For a startup, agility is essential. We must come together as a
team, ensure we are solving the right problem, and respond to challenges quickly and
effectively, said Prof. Michael Mrochen, Chairman of the Board. “Agility brings cadence to
ensure focus on results and on what really matters. We handle issues quickly and effectively. I
can have confidence that the team is working together on the right problems.”
Timo Hesterberg, manager of Augenoptik Kleinhans, Wipperfürth, Germany, confirms that
“VIVIOR is a game changer. The system changes almost all areas of our work and ultimately
enables a new product quality”.
About Peter B. Stevens
Peter B. Stevens was born in USA and studied Computer
Science at Colgate University. He started his career in 1982 as
a software developer at Microsoft in Redmond, Washington
(USA). He is the creator of the Personal Agility System™ and
co-founder of the Personal Agility Institute and the World Agility
Forum.
Peter recently completed his first book, Ten Agile Contracts:
Getting Beyond Fixed-Price, Fixed-Scope. Together with Maria
Matarelli, he is writing his second book Personal Agility: Six
Questions to Change Your Life.
Peter has been active in the Swiss IT community for over 20
years. He was a board member of the Swiss Open System
User Group, co-founder of the SwissICT Lean Agile Scrum
(“LAS”) Group, initiated the Agile Breakfast format and
organized the first LAS conferences in Zurich.

About Vivior
Vivior is a Swiss digital health start-up founded in 2017 by a group of experienced eye care
professionals. The company offers a novel wearable device – the Vivior Monitor – to objectively
measure visual behavior prior to vision correction interventions. The system collects daily
activity data from customers and patients, processes these data in the cloud, and analyzes the
lifestyle patterns using machine-learning algorithms. This ground-breaking combination allows
to understand better the needs of customers and patients and enables eye care professionals to
offer optimal personalized solutions to them. In addition, Vivior develops personalized spectacle,
contact and intraocular lenses for vision correction in collaboration with various partners. The
goal is to achieve better vision comfort for customers and patients based on the data generated
by the Vivior Monitor.
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